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After the sukiyaki, teppanyaki, sushi and ramen booms, we now have a global izakaya boom, albeit in its early stages. Each of
these earlier global Japanese restaurant booms represented not only new foods to consumers around the world, but new
styles of service and social space, from the flashy performances of teppanyaki chefs to the casual quick service atmosphere
of the ramen counter. The izakaya presents customers not only with novel menu items (especially yakitori), but a new style
of service based on shared plates that appear in no particular order, a business model focused on alcohol sales, and a
conception of the meal based on a chaotic variety of cooking styles. Most significantly, the izakaya is a space in which a global
Japanese drinking culture based on sake, shochu and cheap Japanese cocktails is taking shape. It also represents a style of
interior design and urban space that is associated, not with fine dining, but with urban adventuring of young hipsters, both
male and female. It is a highly mediated space, represented in television dramas such as “Midnight Diner” (Shinya shokudo).
As such, it connects an imaginary of Tokyo’s Shinjuku with other iconic neighborhood spaces from New York’s St. Mark’s
Place, to Hong Kong’s Sheung Wan, to Berlin’s Friedrichshain. The global izakaya is a trans-urban experience, as much
Manhattan as it is Shinjuku, a new site producing a global hipster urban aesthetic.
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